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Richard trevithick (13 april 1771 – 22 april 1833) was a british inventor and mining engineer from cornwall,
england. the son of a mining captain, and born in the mining heartland of cornwall, trevithick was immersed in
mining and engineering from an early age.Portrait from (damaged) francis trevithick's life le fleming provided
a concise summary of trevithick's achievements: his first attempts to construct a steam locomotive date from
1796 and the first practical road locomotive was built in 1801e first true railway locomotive ran on penydarran
tram-road in wales in february 1804.An invention that changed the world was 200 years old in 2004. britain
celebrated the bicentenary of the steam railway locomotive with a year-long events programme, but it was not
an engineering giant such as james watt or george stephenson that was fêted.. the man who first put steam
engines on rails was a tall, strong cornishman described by his schoolmaster as “obstinate and
inattentive”.This is a list of people from cornwall, a county of england in the united kingdomose included are
either native cornish people or others who have been long-term residents. the demonym of cornwall is cornish.
this list is arranged alphabetically by surname if available.These are without question the most important
sources of information about early railways and early locomotives to emerge since dendy marshall, and in
many cases change our perspectives of this period without diminishing the significance of george
stephenson.Cornwall was settled by man in the dawn of historye many prehistoric remains show that bronze
age man was here in large numbers, followed by iron age man. pressure from the east by the romans and
saxons who in turn occupied the southern part of our island led to the emigration of many of the original
brythonic-speaking people from what is now england first of all to cornwall and then across Born 22 apr 1919;
died 17 jun 2001 at age 82. quotes donald james cram was an american chemist who shared the 1987 nobel
prize for chemistry (with charles j. pedersen and jean-marie lehn) for his creation of molecules that mimic the
chemical behaviour of molecules found in living systems.
Photofile cornwall - new photos and images of bodmin moor and south east cornwall, with information on
cornish mining heritage, places of interest, bodmin moor, steer, minions, the coast, and also north and west
cornwall.St endellion easter festival founded by the late richard hickox and his then wife frances, who remains
the director, almost four decades on. like its elder summer sibling, the festival is unusual in that the musicians
and singers are a mix of amateur and professional – all of whom pay to participate in just over a week of very
high quality music making.It all began in about 350 bc (iron age) when tribes wandered across europe looking
for tin. eventually they found an abundance of tin in cornwall and settled there and as a result left a legacy in
the form of the celtic cornish language.How the horse was "done" " i felt perfectly certain that horses,
considering all the bother of attending them and the expense of feeding, did not earn their keep." —henry ford,
my life and work, 1922. from horse to car in six steps and about 5000 years wild horse: the horse's stomach is
its fuel tank and it "burns" food to make power."four-leg drive" makes this the perfect, all-terrain The
industrial revolution was a transformation of human life circumstances that occurred in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries (roughly 1760 to 1840) in britain, the united states, and western europe due in large
measure to advances in the technologies of industry. the industrial revolution was characterized by a complex
interplay of changes in technology, society, medicine People search guide & tools - find out the truth about
anyone in minutes! direct access to over 5000 databases
Here's the life magazine list of the top 100 events of the last millennium. the events are in order of
importatance, with number 1 having had the most impact on the lives of people in the last 1000 years.Heroes
and villains - a little light reading. here you will find a brief history of technology. initially inspired by the
development of batteries, it covers technology in general and includes some interesting little known, or long
forgotten, facts as well as a few myths about the development of technology, the science behind it, the context
in which it occurred and the deeds of the many
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